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CLINICAL DISCRIMINATORS BETWEEN
ACUTE BRAIN HEMORRHAGE AND INFARCTION
A practical score for early patient identification
Ayrton R. Massaro1, Ralph L. Sacco2, Milberto Scaff1, J.P. Mohr3
ABSTRACT - New treatments for acute stroke require a rapid triage system, which minimizes treatment delays
and maximizes selection of eligible patients. Our aim was to create a score for assessing the probability of
brain hemorrhage among patients with acute stroke based upon clinical information. Of 1805 patients in the
Stroke Data Bank, 1273 had infarction (INF) and 237 had parenchymatous hemorrhage (HEM) verified by CT.
INF and HEM discriminators were determined by logistic regression and used to create a score. ROC curve was
used to choose the cut-point for predicting HEM (score £ 2), with sensitivity of 76% and specificity of 83%.
External validation was done using the NOMASS cohort. Although the use of a practical score by emergency
personnel cannot replace the gold-standard brain image differentiation of HEM from INF for thrombolytic
therapy, this score can help to select patients for stroke trials and pre-hospital treatments, alert CT scan
technicians, and warn stroke teams of incoming patients to reduce treatment delays.
KEY WORDS: cerebrovascular disorders, cerebral hemorrhage, cerebral ischemia, stroke, diagnosis.
Características clínicas diferenciais entre hemorragia e infarto cerebral: uma escala prática para
identificação precoce do paciente
RESUMO - Novas perspectivas no tratamento do acidente vascular cerebral (AVC) requerem um método de
triagem rápido para seleção dos pacientes. Nosso objetivo foi criar uma escala com informações clínicas
simples para diferenciar hematoma intra-parenquimatoso (HEM) entre os pacientes com AVC. Estudamos
1.273 pacientes com AVC isquêmico (INF) e 237 com HEM do Stroke Data Bank. Variáveis independentes para
o diagnóstico de INF e HEM foram determinadas pela análise de regressão logística e utilizadas para criar uma
escala. Através da curva ROC foi escolhido o nível de corte para discriminar HEM (£ 2 ), com sensibilidade de
76%, especificidade de 83%. Foi realizada validação externa utilizando os pacientes do estudo NOMASS.
Embora o uso de uma escala de fácil aplicação pelas equipes de emergência não possa substituir os métodos
de imagem na diferenciação entre INF e HEM para a indicação de trombolítico, a escala proposta pode ser útil
para selecionar pacientes para estudos clínicos e tratamento pré-hospitalar, alertar técnicos de tomografia e
as equipes médicas sobre a chegada de pacientes, contribuindo para reduzir atrasos cruciais no tratamento.
PALAVRAS-CHAVE: acidente vascular cerebral, hemorragia, isquemia.

New treatments for acute stroke require a rapid
triage system, which minimizes treatment delays and
maximizes selection of eligible patients1. Despite
emergency physicians ability to accurately identify
patients with acute stroke2,3, the differentiation between acute brain hemorrhage (HEM) and infarct
(INF) is more difficult and can only be confirmed by
brain imaging. Time taken to obtain a CT may delay
stroke treatment4,5 ,therefore a pre-hospital screen-

ing stroke score which can help to differentiate INF
and HEM patients may become a rational approach
for acute stroke management.
Although there are some stroke score systems
available2,6-8 ,the Guy’s Hospital Stroke (GHS) score2
and the Siriraj Hospital Stroke (SHS) score7 are the
only two that have been largely validated9-11, and
only the SHS can promptly be used in the emergency
room setting7.
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Our aim was to create a score for assessing the
probability of HEM among patients with acute stroke
based upon simple, clinical information available
prior to hospitalization which could be used by paramedics and emergency personnel.
METHOD
The Stroke Data Bank (SDB) was a prospective observational study, which collected acute care, clinical, and
laboratory data on 1805 patients with stroke. The SDB
entry criteria included patients with a sudden, nonconvulsive, focal neurological deficit persisting beyond 24 hours.
Half the patients were admitted within 12 hours after
stroke onset. The SDB excluded those patients in whom
the stroke was coexistent with other severe illness such as
tumor, hematological disease or head injury.
The collaborative study involved the Biometry and Field
Studies Branch of the National Institute of Neurological
Disorders and Stroke as the statistical coordinating center, and four academic hospital centers: Boston University, Boston; Michael Reese Hospital and Medical Center,
Chicago; University of Maryland, Baltimore; and the Neurological Institute of Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center, New York. A full description of the SDB can be found
elsewhere12 .
Strokes were classified by causal mechanism into the
following categories: (1) brain infarction (INF) which included infarction due to large artery atherosclerosis, lacune, cardioembolism, infarction with tandem arterial pathology and infarction of undetermined cause13; (2) parenchymatous hemorrhage (HEM); (3) subarachnoid hemorrhage; and (4) stroke from other causes. Each patient
with acute stroke was examined by one of the SDB investigators and CT scan was used to confirm the diagnosis.
The time from stroke onset to first CT scan ranged from
10 to 27 hours after onset12. For this analysis, all patients
enrolled in the SDB with HEM and INF were eligible, while
subarachnoid hemorrhage, and those patients classified
as stroke from other causes, such as inflammatory
arteriopathies and sickle cells disease, were excluded. Subarachnoid hemorrhage has a distinct clinical presentation.
Whenever a patient arrives at the emergency room with
headache, vomiting, decreased consciousness and nuchal
rigidity without a focal neurological deficit suggesting
subarchnoid hemorrhage, CT will be necessary. Even if CT
is unremarkable, further investigation is usually required
to rule out this condition.
The variables that were analyzed and compared in the
HEM and INF groups included: (1) demographics: age, race,
gender; (2) historical stroke risk factors: medical history
of hypertension defined by prior hypertension in the physician notes or if the old chart revealed a systolic blood
pressure ³ 160mmHg and diastolic ³ 95mmHg or if the
patient was taking anti-hypertensive treatment prior to
the admission; diabetes classified as treated with diet
alone, oral agents, or insulin; prior symptomatic stroke or
transient ischemic attack (TIA); cardiovascular disease con-

sisted of the following: myocardial infarction, valvular heart
disease, atrial fibrillation, other arrhythmia, angina, congestive failure, and claudication; alcohol intake within 24
hours of onset; (3) clinical features at onset: neurological
symptoms or signs which presented upon awakening; severe headache with no features suggestive of migraine;
seizures; vomiting; focal neurological deficit; coma within
minutes of the onset of stroke and attributed to the effect of the stroke itself rather than metabolic causes; (4)
initial neurological examination: level of consciousness
(alert, lethargic, stupor, coma); motor and sensory deficits; extraocular movements and visual field abnormalities; ataxia; hemineglect; aphasia and presence of cervical
bruit; (5) clinical parameters: first systolic and diastolic
blood pressure measurements after admission to the hospital and initial Glasgow Coma Scale score. CT scan was
performed to confirm the clinical diagnosis in all patients,
but was not analyzed in this study, since the aim was to
determine clinical predictors of the diagnosis.
Univariate Chi-square was used to compare the differences between the 2 groups (INF and HEM). The t-test
was used to compare continuous variables. Continuous
variables were categorized to maximize the distinction
between the two groups. The value of p < 0.01 was used
as a selection criteria for multivariate analysis. Variables
which could be easily measured by emergency medical
personnel were given preference. Multivariate logistic regression analysis was performed to assess the predictive
potential of independent variables found to be different
in the two groups (INF and HEM) by univariate test . Since
we were concerned about the effect of many missing variables on the differentiation of INF from HEM we created a
separate variable to identify those cases with more than
one missing variable. This variable was inserted in our
model. For the model, the set of potential factors was
reduced by backward elimination until only those significant at the 0.01 level remained. Odds ratios (OR) and 95%
confidence intervals (CI) were calculated based on the estimated ß coefficients and their standard errors. The ß
coefficients of the final model were used to construct the
components of a diagnostic scale. The product of each
coded variable and its weight was assembled into a total
diagnostic score. Receiver-operating-characteristic (ROC)
curves were created and cut points in the calculated score
were chosen to maximize the separation of INF from HEM.
For the external validation study, we applied this score
system to the Northern Manhattan Stroke Study (NOMASS)
cohort. The details of NOMASS have been described elsewhere14,15. Patients selected for this subanalysis were prospectively evaluated by the Stroke Service at the Presbyterian Hospital for first INF or HEM and were over age 39
years at stroke onset. The SDB score was calculated for
patients in NOMASS based on the prospectively collected
responses to the selected variables. A ROC curve was produced to demonstrate the sensitivity and specificity of the
model in the NOMASS cohort. Using the same subset of
patients, we also computed the Siriraj Hospital Stroke score
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and compared the classification of HEM and INF to the
SDB score.
This study was approved by the National Institute of
Neurological Disorders and Stroke and the local ethics
committee.

RESULTS
Of 1805 patients with acute stroke enrolled in
the SDB, 1273 were classified as INF and 237 as HEM.
We excluded 243 patients with diagnosis of subarachnoid hemorrhage and only 52 who were clas-
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sified as stroke from other causes. Patients with INF
were older and less likely to be men than those with
HEM (Table 1). There were no detectable ethnic differences between the 2 groups. Among stroke risk
factors, hypertension was the most frequent in both
groups. History of cardiovascular disease, diabetes,
and TIA or stroke were more frequent among the
INF group, whereas recent consumption of alcoholic
beverages was more frequent in HEM patients. Among
the clinical features presenting at onset, headache,
vomiting, seizure, and decreased consciousness or

Table 1. Comparison of clinical features between acute brain hemorrhage and infarction in the Stroke
Data Bank.
Infarction

Hemorrhage

1273

237

67 (± 0.37)
47.5%

59 (± 1.06)
56.5%

34.4%
57.7%
7.9%

35.0%
52.8%
12.2%

Historical stroke risk factors
Hypertension
Diabetes mellitus
Myocardial infarction
Angina
Congestive heart failure
Valvular heart disease
Atrial fibrillation
Other arrhythmias
Prior stroke
Prior transient ishemic attack
Systemic emboli
Claudication
Alcoholic beverages in last 24 hrs

68.5%
26.4%
18.9%
17.4%
15.1%
4.7%
10.1%
9.1%
25.7%
18.1%
1.2%
6.7%
7.3%

66.1%
9.3%
9.8%
5.1%
8.2%
4.1%
4.1%
0.9%
8.1%
2.9%
1.8%
2.7%
21.3%

0.465
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.007
0.660
0.005
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.465
0.024
0.001

Clinical features at onset
Severe headache
Vomiting
Seizure
Decreased consciousness
Coma
Deficit on awakening
Focal deficit

9.9%
5.6%
2.1%
15.9%
1.6%
30.6%
98.4%

51.0%
34.0%
10.7%
60.7%
21.7%
17.5%
83.0%

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

Initial neurological examination
Alert
Cervical bruit
Motor deficit
Sensory deficit
Abnormal extraocular motility
Visual field deficit
Ataxia
Dysarthria
Hemineglect
Aphasia

78.7%
7.2%
88.0%
54.6%
29.2%
27.2%
20.0%
48.5%
32.3%
30.9%

36.3%
0.9%
85.0%
67.1%
61.6%
34.9%
14.6%
37.9%
26.2%
34.9%

0.001
0.001
0.215
0.003
0.001
0.065
0.167
0.030
0.316
0.395

160
92
13

182
105
10

0.001#
0.001#
0.001#

Number of patients
Demographic features
Mean age (± SD)
Men
Race
White
Black
Other

Mean parameters on initial examination
Systolic blood pressure mmHg
Diastolic blood pressure mmHg
Glasgow Coma Score

p*

0.001#
0.010
0.076

*statistical tests using chi-square (k-1) df except where specified; # t-test; bold p values are considered significant.
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coma were significantly more frequent in HEM patients. For those reporting deficits upon awakening
or focal deficit at onset, the subtype was predominantly INF. Patients with HEM had more sensory and
extraocular motility abnormalities on initial neurological examination, and greater mean blood pressures and lower level of consciousness measures by
mean Glasgow Coma Scale score on the admission
examination.
Six independent clinical variables distinguished
INF from HEM by logistic regression: age greater than
55 years (Odds ratio - OR =1.7; 95% Confidence Interval-CI=1.1-2.4), history of angina (OR=3.4;
CI=1.6-7.0), prior stroke or TIA (OR=3.1; CI=1.94.9), diabetes (OR=2.5; CI=1.4-4.3), deficit upon
awakening (OR=1.8; CI=1.1-2.3), and presentation
with focal deficit (OR=4.7; CI=2.4-8.9). Whereas,
HEM was more likely among men (OR=1.6; CI=1.12.3) and those presenting with severe headache
(OR=5.0; CI=3.3-7.5), vomiting (OR=3.7; CI=2.25.8), coma or decreased consciousness (OR=16.9;
CI=8.0-37.0), or an initial blood pressure greater
than 200/120mmHg (OR=3.8; CI=2.5-5.6). HEM was

also favored if more than one of these clinical discriminators were unmeasurable (OR=2.9; CI=1.8-4.6).
The latter blood pressure category was chosen to
maximize the discrimination between INF and HEM.
Based on our final model, a score for the clinical
diagnosis of INF or HEM was created ranging from 10 to +10 (Fig 1). We applied our model to the SDB
cohort to create a ROC curve which shows the relationship between the sensitivity and 1-specificity for
the diagnosis of HEM at various scores and can be
used to select the best score cutpoint (Fig. 2). The
more the curve is closer to the top left corner the
better the sensitivity and the specificity. In the SDB
cohort, the cutpoint which maximized sensitivity and
specificity appeared to be 2.0. HEM was the most
likely diagnosis with scores of 2.0 or lower (to -10),
and INF was more likely with values of greater than
2.0 (to +10). Scores suggestive of HEM (-10 to 2.0)
led to the correct classification of 76% of the HEM
cases and misclassified only 17% of the infarct as
HEM (sensitivity=76%; specificity=83%; positive
predictive value for HEM=46%; negative predictive
value for HEM=95%).
No

Yes

Unknown

Patient is more than 55 years old

0

+1.0

U

Patient is a man

0

-1.0

TIA or Stroke

0

+2.0

U

Angina

0

+2.0

U

Diabetes

0

+1.5

U

Focal deficit

0

+2.5

U

Deficit presented on awakening

0

+1.0

U

Patient is not alert

0

-3.0

U

Severe headache

0

-2.0

U

Vomiting

0

-1.5

U

Initial blood pressure higher than 200/120 mHg

0

-1.5

More than one of previous questions answered unknown

0

-1.0

Score

Has patient ever had a history of:

At the time of onset was there:

TOTAL SCORE
rating

-10 to +2
> 2 to + 10

BRAIN HEMORRHAGE
BRAIN INFARCT

Fig 1. Score derived from the Stroke Data Bank for clinical discrimination of acute brain hemorrhage from infarction.
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delay to treatment by alerting and mobilizing the
appropriate stroke-treatment personnel according to
the possible stroke mechanism (HEM or INF).

Fig 2. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves show the
relationship between the sensitivity and 1-specificity for the diagnosis of acute brain hemorrhage at various scores in the Stroke
Data Bank. A cutpoint which maximizes sensitivity and specificity
seems to be 2.0.

In the external validation of this score in the separate NOMASS cohort, the same score cutpoint of 2.0
led to the correct classification of 68% of the HEM
cases and misclassified only 24% of the infarcts as
HEM. Using the only other stroke score which can
be used in the emergency room setting, the Siriraj
Hospital Stroke score, led to a sensitivity of 24% and
specificity of 97.4% for the classification of HEM
cases from the NOMASS cohort. Among the 58 HEM
patients in the NOMASS cohort the SHS score led to
the correct diagnosis in only 14 patients.
DISCUSSION
Although the management of acute stroke requires institution of therapy within hours of stroke
onset16,17, recent surveys have demonstrated that
there is often a delay among stroke patients in their
presentation to medical personnel5,18-21. Part of the
explanation may be based upon inadequate public
and physician education of the signs and symptoms
of acute stroke as was apparent for myocardial infarction in the past22. Treatment delays may be improved
by better recognition of stroke symptoms, rapid patient transportation systems, and immediate emergency medical evaluation of the suspected stroke
patient20,23-25. Emergency medical services (EMS) personnel are often the first medical contact for patients presenting with stroke26, since most stroke
events occur at home27. They represent a crucial link
in the early triage and management of acute stroke
patients. An early notification of stroke subtype by
EMS to the receiving hospital may minimize the time

The SDB practical classification may be a new tool
to be used in the management of acute stroke patients. It was designed to use simple variables, which
could be easily answered by EMS personnel. It has a
reasonable sensitivity and specificity for differentiating HEM from INF in internal and external validation cohorts and it also permits the choice of different cutpoints to increase the score accuracy. In addition, clinical stroke subtype diagnosis with our score
method appeared more accurate than the diagnosis
made by the patient’s physician at bedside prior to
revealing the results of the CT in other studies28.
Using our scoring system the clinician’s may improve
their clinical skills to differentiate HEM from INF29.
It is well known that some risk factors are specific to either HEM or INF30-32. We have also detected
demographic and stroke risk factor differences between patients presenting with HEM or INF. Hemorrhage has been observed in higher frequency in
younger patients and in men33-35. Hypertension is a
potent risk factor for both brain infarction and hemorrhage, however, as found by us, often does not
discriminate between the two groups. In our study,
as found by others33,36, the level of the admitting
blood pressure was more elevated in brain hemorrhage patients. Stroke patients with prior hypertension usually have the highest blood pressure levels
compared to normotensives37. Diabetes and coronary
artery disease were strongly associated with INF and
they have been established as risk factors for brain
infarction in numerous studies31,32,38. History of TIA
and stroke have more often preceded a brain infarction than hemorrhage and contributed to the recurrence of infarction35,36.
Clinical features at onset may also help to discriminate between brain infarction and hemorrhage36.
The high frequency of severe headache at onset in
brain hemorrhage has also been reported by others33,35,36,39. The occurrence of headache varies by stroke subtype and may be an important indicator of
stroke mechanism39-41. Vomiting, decreased consciousness and coma were also found to be more
predictive of hemorrhage as have been observed in
other clinical series33,35,36. In our study, the occurrence
of a deficit upon awakening was more predictive of
INF than HEM. Previous reports have identified a circadian rhythm to the onset of brain infarction42.
Other clinical scores have been developed to help
discriminate brain infarction from hemorrhage. The
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Kyushu University score included 16 clinical items of
various different weights to arrive at the stroke subtype6. Other than the items mentioned in this analysis, this score included conjugated eye deviation,
anisocoria, light reflex, corneal reflex, speech disorder, neck stiffness, sensory deficit, and cerebrospinal fluid. Six factors were found to predict hemorrhage among a sample of cases in Rochester, NY: coma,
vomiting, severe headache, marked hypertension
(systolic blood pressure greater than 220 mmHg),
new hyperglycemia (serum glucose level greater than
170 g/dL), and warfarin therapy43. Unfortunately, this
model included results of testing that could cause
treatment delays. Besson et al.8 developed a scoring
system to identify nonhemorrhagic infarct patients
based on 8 variables that included history of hyperlipidemia, alcohol consumption, plantar response
and atrial fibrillation on admission using electrocardiogram. Although it gives a high positive predictive value, this scoring system cannot be applicable
as a pre-hospital screening score to all stroke patients. The Guy’s Hospital Stroke score included 8
variables that were obtained not only by clinical history but also using clinical examination and chest Xrays2. In addition, some variables can only be calculated 24 hours after the stroke, such as level of consciousness and diastolic blood pressure, so it cannot be used in acute stroke treatment trials. This
score achieved a sensitivity for the diagnosis of hemorrhage of 81% and 88% in patients from Oxford
and London, respectively9. The Siriraj Hospital Stroke
score is simpler and can be calculated immediately
after stroke at bedside7. This score uses five variables:
level of consciousness, vomiting, headache, diastolic
blood pressure, and atheroma markers. The validation study of the Siriraj Hospital Stroke score in Thailand revealed higher sensitivities for supratentorial
hemorrhage (89.3%) and infarction (93.2%)7. The
difference in prevalence of hemorrhagic stroke may
explain the lower diagnostic accuracy of the Siriraj
Hospital Stroke score in the NOMASS cohort. More
recent evaluations of the Guy’s Hospital Stroke and
Siriraj Hospital Stroke scores conclude that such scoring systems are not useful in routine clinical practice44,45, although they may be used in large scale
epidemiological studies9,10.
The limitations of the scoring system should be
understood. It is not possible to achieve total separation of all patients with HEM from those with INF
using clinical features, particularly in those cases with
small deep HEM that mimic the clinical features of
INF. Due to this fact, some scoring systems2,7 have

created an uncertain group that will effectively increase the sensitivity and specificity of the final calculation45. The use of an uncertain group, however,
will not achieve the goal of the acute stroke score
which is to classify all incoming patients with acute
stroke. If a large percentage of the patients fall into
the uncertain category, then the utility of the score
is weakened.
The variables needed to calculate a stroke score
should be available when management decisions are
being made and take into account the possibility of
missing information. There are diagnostic problems
caused by the lack of complete information in some
patients when the GHS and SHS scores were used44,45.
For this reason, we designed a model to be performed by non-neurologists with minimal reliance on
any laboratory testing and most of the information
could be obtained by direct observation, interviewing the patient or the family members, and measurement of blood pressure. Our score could be calculated easily and a presumptive diagnosis could be
made prior to the CT scan. Most of the inaccuracies
to differentiate HEM from INF arise in the diagnosis
of HEM, because many of the variables used in these
scoring systems (level of consciousness at onset, early
headache, vomiting) discriminate in favor of hemorrhage. If a patient or relative cannot give a clear
description of the symptom at the stroke onset, the
score will tend to overestimate the likelihood of INF.
Taking into account all these considerations, our
score has included a new variable to account for the
inability to ascertain specific information (one or
more missing variable).
In conclusion, the use of our stroke score system
as a screening score by emergency personnel can
help select patients for stroke treatments, alert CT
scan technicians, and warn teams of incoming patients to reduce treatment delays. New variables may
be identified in further studies, which certainly will
optimize our scoring system to differentiate acute
brain hemorrhage from infarction. At present, we
are not advocating the use of this score to replace
the gold-standard brain image differentiation of HEM
from INF for thrombolytic therapy. However, as we
develop other safe and effective acute stroke treatments, such as the recently recommended use of
early aspirin for suspected acute ischemic stroke
when CT scan in unavailable46, the SDB score may
become a useful tool in acute stroke triage settings.
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